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You will enjoy 700K EVOʼs spectacular backlights right upon plugging it in.
The RGB backlight reflects on the aluminum to create a glorious visual
effect that will transform your gaming experience! In case this wasnʼt
enough, you can create your own backlight effects through the COUGAR
UIX System to create your own, unique, gaming atmosphere. Unleash
your creativity! 

COUGAR 700K is an iF design award mechanical
keyboard. Weʼve taken its components to another
level, which is the upgrade 700K EVO. It keeps the
superb quality Cherry MX mechanical keys with
extra G-key. The exposed brushed aluminum frame
shows dazzling RGB lighting effects.
Moreover, 700K EVO provides you more convenient
and speedier on-the-fly macro recording and mode
switch without getting out of the game. 
This keyboard is designed to meet all MOBA and
MMO gamersʼ needs.

Cherry MX RGB Mechanical  Gaming Keyboard

700K EVO

The First and Best Mechanical SwitchesThe Flagship Mechanical
Gaming Keyboard

Aluminium Frame Structure

COUGAR 700K EVO is a premium mechanical gaming keyboard aimed at serious
and professional gamers. Unleash superior performance with CHERRY MX
mechanical switches mounted on an exposed and bent aluminum frame with
premium brushed surface treatments. Intuitive key and button groupings are
neatly integrated into the plastic frame. Thereby drawing and driving attention
towards key areas and allowing the gamers to concentrate and focus on their
competitive matches.

Both for achieving a better aesthetic design and for improving the productʼs
durability, the mechanical key modules are mounted over an exposed bent
aluminium structure. Apart from being part of an award-winning design
(COMPUTEX d&i awards 2014, iF product design award 2014), this structure
makes the keyboard sturdy and durable and gives you what every keyboard
should give you: the true feeling of being in command.

RGB Backlight
Meets Aluminum: 
A Glorious RGB
Performance

Ergonomic
Wrist Rest for
Extended Gaming
Comfort

700K EVOʼs ergonomic wrist rest is made of plush leatherette, which offers
an outstanding design for long-lasting comfort during gaming sessions.
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Individual Size W/O Packaging Weight (N.Weight) 

Individual Packaging Weight (G.Weight) 

1.3 (kg)

2.1 (kg)

Individual Size W/O Packaging (WxHxD) 

Individual Packaging Size (WxHxD) 

487 x 250 x 40 (mm) / 19.17 x 9.84 x 1.57 (in)

545 X 325 x 70 (mm) / 21.45 x 12.79 x 9.84 (in)

700K EVO  Packing Data
US LAYOUT

Product Number (P/N)

Model Name (M/N)

Red switch

CGR-700KEVO 11

37KEVM1SB.0002

Black switch

CGR-700KEVO 12

37KEVM2SB.0002

Blue switch

CGR-700KEVO 13

37KEVM3SB.0002

Brown switch

CGR-700KEVO 14 

37KEVM4SB.0002

Silver switch

CGR-700KEVO 15

37KEVM5SB.0002

Product numbers and model names vary by version of layouts.

Cherry MX RGB Mechanical  Gaming Keyboard

700K EVO

Five G-Keys
5 Programmable G keys allow for quick access to a variety of functions. Fully configurable,
all of them make your life easier by enabling you to access the functions you want without
interfering with the standard keys of the keyboard. Five keys on the left side of the keyboard,
near the WASD keys for quick access without moving your hand.

On-the-fly Mode Switch
Three dedicated keys allow you to switch configuration Profiles instantly with a single
movement, without getting out of the game. Thanks to 700Kʼs on-board memory and three
internally stored configuration Profiles, you will be able to bring a massive amount of
functions with you anywhere you go.

Key switch: Cherry RGB mechanical switch

Processor: 32-bit

N-key rollover: Yes ( USB mode support )

Full key backlight: Yes

Game type: FPS / MMORPG / MOBA / RTS

Polling rate: 1000Hz / 1ms

Polling rate adjust: 1X / 2X / 4X / 8X

On-board memory: Yes

Material: Aluminum / Plastic

Software: COUGAR UIX™ system

Additional programmable G-keys: 5

Palm rest : Yes

Audio jacks: Yes

USB pass-through: Yes

Interface: Golden-plated USB plug

Cable length: 1.8m braided

Dimension: 250(L) X 487(W) X 40(H) mm

Weight: 1.3kg

Specifications
Product name: COUGAR 700K EVO gaming keyboard

Set the functionality of all the
keys, store macros and create
your own backlight effects, all
with a very convenient and
intuitive interface.
The 700K EVO´s internal
memory will then allow you to
bring up to three full configuration
profiles anywhere you go.

COUGAR UIX™ System


